We present an investigation of the near-surface tetragonal phase transition in SrTiO3, using the complementary techniques of beta-detected nuclear magnetic resonance and grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction. The results show a clear depth dependence of the phase transition on scales of a few microns. The measurements support a model in which there are tetragonal domains forming in the sample at temperatures much higher than the bulk phase transition temperature. Moreover, we find that these domains tend to form at higher temperatures preferentially near the free surface of the crystal. The details of the tetragonal domain formation and their depth/lateral dependencies are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
All phase transitions in condensed matter, other than Bose-Einstein condensation, arise because of interactions between the basic constituents, e.g. spins, ions, electrons etc. Near a surface or interface, the symmetry of these interactions is broken and thus, in general, the phases and phase transition properties (order parameter, transition temperature etc.) will be altered [1] [2] [3] . In this paper, we present an investigation of the effect of a free surface on the well-known structural phase transition in SrTiO 3 (STO). STO has a number of interesting and useful properties. It is perhaps best known for its use as a substrate for growing oxide thin films. More recently, it was found that the interface between STO and other insulating perovskites, such as LaAlO 3 , may exhibit a variety of unexpected properties, including 2-dimensional electric conductivity [4] [5] [6] , magnetism 7, 8 and even superconductivity at very low temperatures 9 . Moreover, it was found that superconductivity can be induced even at the free surface of STO 10 . All these unexpected properties make the surface and near-surface region of STO of great fundamental interest as well as a candidate for potential future applications.
Bulk STO undergoes a second-order structural phase transition at T bulk c = 105 K. The high-temperature phase is cubic, whereas the low-temperature phase is characterized by a small tetragonal distortion. The phase transition has been the subject of intense experimental investigations [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , and its bulk properties are well understood. However, much less is known about the behaviour close to a free surface or interface, in particular its depth dependence 13, [16] [17] [18] [19] . Here, we report the use of two complementary techniques to better understand the nature of the phase transition near the surface. As a reciprocal space probe, grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) around the critical angle is well suited to resolving changes in the average periodic structure in the near-surface region of the crystal 20 . In addition, we probe the local structure in a depth-resolved manner using low energy beta-detected nuclear magnetic resonance (β-NMR).
These two techniques provide a unique picture of the structural phase transition near the free surface. β-NMR measurements exhibit no depth dependence up to ∼ 200 nm from the surface. These results are consistent with the X-ray measurements. However, the latter extend deeper into the sample, and we find that the phase transition varies at depths of the order of a few µm. From the results of both local probe and scattering measurements, we conclude that static domains of tetragonally distorted STO appear near the surface at temperatures much higher than T bulk c (∼ 50K higher). The temperature at which these domains appear depends on depth and varies on a scale of a few µm.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The β-NMR experiments were performed at the ISAC facility at TRIUMF. In this part of the experiment, a beam of highly polarized 8 Li + is implanted into the STO sample. Each implanted 8 Li decays (lifetime τ = 1.21 s) emitting a β-electron preferentially opposite to the direction of its polarization at the time of decay. Using appropriately positioned detectors, one measures the asymmetry, A(t), of the β − decay along the initial polarization direction (z) as a function of time, which is proportional to the time evolution of the nuclear spin polarization, P z (t). The 8 Li implantation energy can be varied between 1 − 30 keV, corresponding to an average implantation depth of 1 − 200 nm, allowing depthresolved β-NMR measurements. The GIXRD measure-ments were performed at the surface diffraction station of the Materials Science beamline X04SA at the SLS at the Paul Scherrer Institute. Here a beam of X-rays is scattered from the STO single crystal, with different grazing incident angles. By varying the incident angle, the mean scattering depth was varied, allowing diffraction measurements at depths from a few nm up to a few tens of µm.
The samples studied here are STO (100) single crystals supplied by Crystal GmbH. Two crystals were used, in which the surface preparation was slightly different. Sample 1 was studied as received, with a polished surface, while sample 2 was etched using a HF buffered solution and annealed at 950 o C in O 2 flux for 20 hours, to ensure a flat, TiO 2 terminated surface 21 .
III. RESULTS
Recently, we have demonstrated that zero-field spin relaxation and beta-detected nuclear quadrupole resonance (β-NQR) of 8 Li can be used as a probe of the near-surface transition behaviour in STO 18 . The quadrupole moment of the 8 Li nucleus couples to the electric field gradients (EFG) of the crystal lattice. Since the EFG is sensitive to the local lattice geometry, the implanted 8 Li acts as an extremely sensitive probe of structural changes in the lattice (e.g., due to a phase transition). The implanted 8 Li occupies three equivalent sites in the STO lattice; the face-centered sites in the Sr 2+ -centered unit cell. the cubic phase (high temperatures), the EFG is axially symmetric, with the main axis along Sr-8 Li-Sr. At low temperatures, in the tetragonal phase, the EFG in two of the three sites lose their axial symmetry, depending on the direction of the tetragonal axis. In these sites, the 8 Li spin polarization precesses rapidly, leading to an immediate loss of the measured initial polarization. This loss is a direct indication of the onset of the tetragonal phase transition (at least in a fraction of the sample volume). As expected, we observe a loss of polarization below the phase transition. However, upon cooling, this loss begins at temperatures as high as ∼ 150 K, indicating that the transition, at least in part of the probed volume of the sample, occurs at a much higher temperature than T bulk c . These results were attributed to an enhancement of the phase transition temperature near the surface of STO, and are in agreement with optical measurements 19 .
The observed enhancement of the transition temperature near the surface could be explained using one of two more general scenarios. In scenario I the order parameter has a depth (z) dependence but no lateral (x, y) dependence. This results in an apparent transition temperature that depends on z, changing gradually from a surface value to T bulk c . 3 In this scenario we expect that the transition starts at the surface and propagates continuously into the bulk as T is decreased. This is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , where at any given temperature a layer of thickness z 0 is in the tetragonal phase with z 0 increasing as the temperature is decreased and diverges at T bulk c . Alternatively, in scenario II the order parameter depends on the depth, z, as well as the lateral dimensions, x and y. In this scenario tetragonal order above T bulk c forms inhomogeneously in domains (possibly nucleating at crystal defects 14, 17 ), such that the average volume fraction of these domains at any given temperature depends on depth, as illustrated in Fig.1(b) . As we show below, a measurement of the depth and temperature dependencies of the tetragonal volume fraction supports the second scenario.
A local probe such as β-NMR does not provide information on long range order but is very sensitive to changes in the local point symmetry. Also due to the size of the beam, β-NMR cannot provide information regarding the lateral dimensions. However, it does enable a depth-resolved measurement, which could, in principle, provide the depth dependence of the order parameter averaged over lateral directions (x, y). In order to try and identify which of the above scenarios provides the best description, we performed a measurement of the 8 Li polarization as a function of temperature at different implantation depths. In scenario I, we expect the onset of polarization loss to depend on depth. Figure 2 shows the initial 8 Li polarization as a function of temperature at two implantation energies in both samples. We note first that the surface preparation does not affect the onset of polarization loss substantially. In both etched and polished samples, and at an implantation energy of 28 keV, the onset occurs at ∼ 150 K. Nevertheless, it is much sharper in the etched sample, possibly due to the smoother surface and/or reduced defect concentration due to the etching/annealing treatment. Additionally, we do not observe any significant dependence on the 8 Li implantation depth in the range 10-200 nm. Although these results do not rule out either of the scenarios, they allow us to put a lower limit on the scale of the depth dependence of this effect, i.e., it must be larger than ∼ 200 nm. Unfortunately, the limited energy of the implanted 8 Li does not allow one to probe deeper into STO 23 . Information regarding the lateral, as well as the depth, dependence of the phase transition on scales larger than that of β-NMR can be obtained using GIXRD. In these experiments, we measure the intensity of the superlattice reflections around (h, k, l) =( ). This reflection is absent in the cubic phase and therefore can be used to monitor the development of the tetragonal phase. The GIXRD measurements were performed using 16 keV Xrays at different temperatures, and at each temperature with various incident angles relative to the crystal surface (accurate to 0.002 o ) 24 . For STO, the critical grazing incident angle for total external reflection at 16 keV is 0.15 o . At low temperatures (≤ 105 K) we observed a very sharp diffraction peak [ Fig. 3(a) ], which we attribute to Bragg diffraction from the tetragonal phase. In contrast, at high temperatures (> 150 K), only a broad component is observed, since the ( Fig. 4 ; they consists of two components in this temperature range: a narrow and a broad component. As the temperature is decreased, the narrow component grows and eventually dominates the low-temperature diffraction. All these peaks could be fit satisfactorily with a broad Lorentzian plus a narrow squared Lorentzian function 13, 14, 28, 29 ,
where w TDS /A TDS and w Bragg /A Bragg are the width/areas of the corresponding component. L(w, h) represents a Lorentzian function of h with a width w.
In these fits we assume that, for a fixed temperature, the width of the TDS and Bragg contributions are depth independent. Note that this assumption may be a simplification, however, it give a good fit to the experimental data and minimizes the number of free parameters. The extracted values of the width as a function of temperature are shown in Fig. 5 . Below we discuss the relation between A TDS and A Bragg as a function of temperature and depth.
IV. DISCUSSION
We start by looking at the area of the two components shown in Fig. 4 as a function of temperature. In Fig. 6(a) , we plot the ratio of the areas of the narrow to broad component (A Bragg /A TDS ) as a function of the incidence angle at different temperatures. It clearly shows that the contribution of the narrow component is larger at lower temperatures and extends deeper into the sample. Note the narrow component is present even at temperatures much higher than the bulk transition (see Fig. 4 ). This confirms that at least part of the sample is non-cubic ) X-ray Bragg peak of the tetragonal structure measured at (a) T=120 K, (b) 130 K and (c) 140 K at different grazing incident angles, corresponding to the quoted mean depth. The lines are the fits described in the text.
even above T bulk c , in agreement with the β-NMR measurements.
Next we discuss the dependence of the Bragg peaks on incidence angle. As shown in Fig. 4 , at all temperatures we find that the relative intensity of the narrow component grows gradually as the incident angle decreases, indicating that the contribution from the non-cubic phase is enhanced in the near-surface region [ Fig. 6(a) ]. The observed depth dependence of A Bragg /A TDS clearly exhibits that there is a "crossover" in the properties of the phase transition from the bulk to the surface, which prop- agates smoothly and gradually on a depth scale of a few microns, much longer than can be detected with β-NMR. Moreover, we observe contributions from both the tetragonal, as well as the cubic, phase at all measured depths and intermediate temperatures.
Assume first a near-surface transition is described according to scenario I [ Fig. 1(a) ]. Then the contribution of the narrow component is proportional to the tetragonal volume seen by the X-ray beam,
where z 0 is the thickness of the tetragonal layer at a given temperature, d is the mean penetration depth of the Xrays, S is the cross section area of the beam, and we assume, for simplicity, a sharp cutoff on the tetragonal surface phase at z 0 , i.e., Θ(z − z 0 ) is the step function,
Since the full volume of the sample contributes to the TDS at a given temperature, we can write
Therefore the ratio of both contributions at a fixed temperature is Note, this depth dependence causes this ratio to saturate when d z 0 . Nevertheless, while z 0 ∼ 1 µm, there is no evidence of such behaviour for small mean depths. Here, we assumed an extreme case with a step function, i.e. a certain depth value (z 0 ) separating the tetragonal and cubic domains. A more gradual function with a smoother separation could potentially show no leveling off for d z 0 . However, given the scale of z 0 from the scattering results, we expect according to scenario I a very sharp loss of asymmetry as a function of temperature in the β-NMR measurements, which is in contrast with the results shown in Fig. 2 . Therefore, we conclude the results from both β-NMR and GIXRD techniques together rule out scenario I and support scenario II instead. Unfortunately, neither β-NMR nor GIXRD measurements provide clear information on the lateral size/distribution of the tetragonal domains. It should be pointed out here that the difference between tetragonal domains in bulk and near the surface has been studied experimentally 32, 33 and theoretically 34 . These studies show a clear difference between the two regions, in agreement with our results.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, by combining the results of the β-NMR and GIXRD measurements we have established a surprisingly long length scale (∼ 1 µm) for the depth dependence of the order parameter of the phase transition in the near-surface region of STO. These results confirm the findings of previous studies 11, 16, 18, 19 , which point to variations in the nature of the structural phase transition in this region. The results indicate that the phase transition in STO is initiated locally within domains scattered through the volume of the sample. The appearance of these domains depends on both temperature and surface proximity. There is a strong tendency for these domains to appear in near-surface regions even at temperatures much higher than the bulk transition temperature (as high as ∼ 150 K). The surface alone cannot explain these observations, since it is not expected that such effect will propagate more than a few monolayers into the sample [1] [2] [3] . This suggests defects and strain near the surface region play an important role in the nucleation of tetragonal domains 15, 17 . Finally, we note that the observed surface proximity effects reported here may not be limited to the structural phase transition; it is likely they may also contribute to the other intriguing phenomena observed recently near the free surface of STO 10 and its interface with other insulating oxides [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
